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About This Game

In the only remaining human city of Bezoar, Major Fletcher, an Army Combat Veteran and soldier of the CLN, is dragged into
a conflict between two of mankind's greatest enemies. He is to discover that nothing is what it seems to be.

Hard Reset is an action-packed, single-player shooter for the PC. With over-the-top destruction, loads of enemies, great
weapon variety and a beautifully realized cyberpunk setting, Hard Reset is sure to shake up the shooter scene.

Key features:

A haunting cyberpunk / dark sci-fi setting

Fast-paced, old-school shooter gameplay

Hordes of enemies to destroy

Epic boss fights

A deep, experience-based weapon upgrade system
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High-fidelity graphics with full dynamic lighting

Extensive use of physics and dynamic environments
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Title: Hard Reset Extended Edition
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Flying Wild Hog
Publisher:
Good Shepherd Entertainment
Release Date: 12 Jul, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7

Processor: 2.5 GHz Intel Pentium 4 / AMD Athlon 64

Memory: 2 GB

Hard Disk Space: 4 GB free hard drive space

Video Card: 512 MB NVIDIA GeForce 8800GS / ATI Radeon HD 3870 or better

DirectX®: DirectX 9.0c

Sound: DirectX Compatible

English,German,Russian,Czech,Japanese,Polish
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Good Guidline to make your own Assets,
but i prefer to have a download option... \u0416\u0438\u0436\u0438\u0433 \u0442\u043e\u0433\u043b\u043e\u043e\u043c.
Cheap and good looking, just like my ex!. A very legit Casino game. Mostly it's great for testing any gambling theories out,
before going to a real casino and trying with real money. This game doesn't require you to spend any real money AT ALL. and it
has pretty much EVERY casino game out there. If you run out of money you (can) buy more, or you can just wait a little bit, do
some side mission type thing, or wait until tomorrow to get some more play money. So this developer makes real money of
actual desperate gamblers that spend real cash in order to top leader boards or buy cool clothes or whatever. But if you just want
to try certain strategies before using real money on them, this is the perfect game for that!. IF THERE'S A SALE, BUY IT;
OTHERWISE, NO.

Usually Steam (and all other overseas) versions differ from the original by that train sets are heavily confined, while I think
about 2\/3 of the game's price depends on that very thing.

The Steam release of V4 worths more than its predecessors by including a few Japanese trains, but I'd say $25 to $30 is all it
deserves. I paid just $19.99 at a Steam Sale. Good luck!. The Story Goes On is a hack n’ slash adventure game centered around a
randomly generated maze called the Odyssey.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sucoTCudiqk

Fight monsters in fast paced combat, discover new items and secrets, and expand your map to the different sectors of the maze.
The game keeps going on until you are defeated, after which your final score will be displayed and may be placed on an online
leaderboard once completing the main storyline. - Highly Recommended!. This is a very interesting concept of a game, and the
missions are quite interesting, and there's a rather nice freeplay mode... the problem is, the controls are rather... awkward. Your
emergency personnel have almost no independent initiative whatsoever - for instance, in order to recover a casualty, you need to
order your ambulance to move to them, order your paramedics to get out of the vehicle, order them to pick up the casualty,
order them to return to the ambulance, and then (if in freeplay) order them to return to base. Generally, unless given explicit
orders, your units won't do anything on their own... and complicating things, the interface for selecting and controlling your
units is awkward.

Civilians are even worse. Its not that they panic upon seeing danger or anything, they just don't notice. They'll happily walk into
a fire or a poison cloud... or, popularly, an electrified wire. You're supposed to be able to order police to establish a cordon, but
this requires so much handholding it's almost pointless.

That said, if the concept appeals to you, the game is quite fun. It just has quite a few rough edges.
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SK8 is pretty much exactly what it says it is in the description - a physics based hardcore 2D platformer. If you're into that kinda
thing then this game might be right up your alley.

Utilizing pretty simple controls, your objective is to reach the other end of each level. Seems easy enough unti you realize your
guy is pretty much a bobblehead and will fall over if you so much as look at him the wrong way. But it's catchy enough that
despite dying over and over, you still wanna give it a shot. Maybe you'll make it this time.

 I did encounter some lag while playing (which can be seen in my video below). I'm not 100% certain if it was the game or just
my aging computer. But it seemed to clear up on it's own relatively quickly.

So overall I'd say it might be worth checking out if you're into those physics based games or skateboarding games in general. It's
not Skate or old school Tony Hawk, but it' still fun to mess around in for a bit.

And for an example of how not to play: https:\/\/youtu.be\/sdtC1yDPuI0. In general, a polished version of ULiL, both gameplay-
ish and story-ish.

Gameplay is essentially the same, except for stun and landing while comboing. When you reach stun 100, you can't hit with
anything else (in ULiL you could add one more hit to your combo, leading to a more damageful and longer combo game with
your character alone), but you can connect a spell or last word in the first frames of stun, which is similar to HM stun mechanic.
It also adds tag mechanics, which are fantastic to create more variability besides the spell cards (one of ULiL biggest problems),
and counteract the fact that they deleted the interesting stuff of the previous installment (spell cancelling, landing while
comboing to extend damage, zig-zag dashes as a more reliable technique in practical combos, etc.). Dealing lots of damage
without stun, being able to create different combos out of differente characters, and forcing you to change neutral.

The story is interesting, as always. But I liked the fact that there weren't unnecessary character's plots like in IaMP, SWR, HM
and ULiL. They all have a reason to be, and it doesn't feel forced, so you fight and fight and wants more, not boring you at any
moment. Also, Jo'on > Shion good night.. This game has a good tutorial in the begining, but when it came to how to release the
movie it\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665the bed, it really did not tell you how to do anything when it came to
releasing. A really fun deckbuilder with a nice video game interface. I actually prefer playing this version than the boardgame as
it's easier to see what's going on with action arrows, pigs etc. I've generally played this game in 4 player free-for-alls, but it's got
some really great even-playfield, no grind-to-win, no pay-to-win PROPER competitive 1v1 modes too.. Stumble across the book
of dread and love the game. Godfall is an awesome upgrade from book of dread. Bought the game on sale but it's worth full
price. If you liked book of dread you will be pleased with Godfall.. A terrific puzzler. A series of chess puzzle type challenges
(with a few random elements), overlayed with a fun silly story and fun silly graphics, and enough of a leveling-up mechanism
and party-choosing to keep it fresh for quite a while (though you definitely do max out fairly quickly and settle on an optimal
party that you can use for most everything).. A middling card game. Poor graphics, easy to learn but tactic options are extremely
limited; ideal for kids. Not bad to pass few whiles although has expansions; maybe good against other player, because AI is
shamefully cheater. Would be better with a turn-based system and (especially) big maps. The first loading time is long,
afterwards runs well. Only worth with a huge discount.. UPDATE #2
I spent another two hours working on a more complex model, and when attempting to save, it didn't give any indication it did so.
When I reloaded the software, it was gone.

You can imagine what I'm feeling right about now...

UPDATE:

- It turns out I was able to save the project afterall, but the UI didn't make that clear.
- I'm changing my review to a qualified "Recommended". Once I put my wife into her new salon space, she was thrilled. She
loved it, and it make it easier for us to talk through what we need to do to get her space set up. And nothing else I've looked at
so far was as easy as this was to get started. So perhaps with a few more tweaks to make this a bit easier to use, this might wind
up being a nobrainer for $20.

Original Post;

I really was hoping this would allow me to build a floorplan for my wife's new salon so we could visualize the layout and color
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scheme before she moves in next month; while it was easy to get started and relatively intuitive compared to more fully featured
3D floorplan builders, there were a few things about this made it impractical and\/or impossible.

Critical:
- There is a "Save\/Load" icon, but from what I can tell there is no way to actually save work completed. (Instead, it allows you
to snap a photo; but it's not clear where these photos are stored.) I suspect this is either a bug or a bad UX issue. This makes the
hour I spent building this out a waste of time.
- The controller trackpad orientation tool should be separated from teleportation. Everytime I tried to change the orientation of a
piece of furniture, I accidentally teleported out of the layout. Even with practice, I suspect the average user won't be able to get
past this bad habit very quickly.

Needs improving:
- Color matching for wall paint colors needs improvement. When attempting to select a basic \/ stark white wall color, it always
looks grey.
- When drawing walls, it would not snap into position perpendicular to the other wall; it always seemed to be askew by 5 to 10
degrees.
- Sometimes I wasn't able to draw a wall at all, and there wasn't any tool tips or guidance to show why it wasn't working.
- I couldn't figure out how to swap the orientation of a standard door (i.e. reverse the direction of swing and\/or doorknob.)

Wish list:
- Allow custom colors and texture combinations for both walls and floors. The preselected patterns are limited.
- Furniture choices are way too limited.
- Need ability to create custom objects.
- Allow resizing of windows and doors. Consider how Steam VR Home allows for furniture resizing and color changes.
- Allow for desktop creation and editing. Using the controllers was slow and clunky.

I won't say whether it was worth the $20 or not for what it is; that's always relative to the end user's needs, and eventually this
may be worth way more than that. But until these issues are fixed and it's proven to be more usable it's tough to recommend to
anyone who is actually attempting to use it for practical purposes.. You will learn to dread the phrase "Demitri weakens."
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